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Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: Will US markets take a breather today? The S&P 500 has been up 4 straight days.
The market remains positive on a virus relief package from DC lawmakers. “C’mon, jump in the water.
Everything is fine.” As usual, investors will keep a close eye on tomorrow’s employment report. Today, we
receive Jobless Claims data at 8:30am. Median estimate is for 1.4 million new claims. Speaking of water, here
is an old school SNL skit with vintage Eddie Murphy https://bit.ly/31re778 . US Secretary of State Pompeo
urged American companies to withhold their apps from phones made by Huawei. Goldman issued a research
report warning that a successful vaccine could spark a rotation out of bonds and tech stocks. Add this into an
presidential election and it may exacerbate volatility (see chart below). Asian indices closed mixed, but
trading was muted. Major European indices trade in negative territory. ViacomCBS is +7% after beating
estimates. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -18.60, 10-Yr Yield: 0.522%.
CORE Headlines:
 Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell says both sides are "a long way apart on stimulus."-Reuters
 Joe Biden leads President Trump by 6 points nationally based on an average of recent polls versus a 9
point lead one month ago.-RCP
 President Trump says he is in favor of plan to give $25 bln in additional federal aid to support airline
industry jobs.-CNBC
 Bristol Myers Squibb raised its annual profit forecast on hopes of a recovery in demand for its
hospital-administered drugs, which had dropped as patients stayed away from doctors' offices due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.-Reuters
 NYC will set up checkpoints at bridges and tunnels to enforce quarantine orders for people coming to
the state from states with high rates of Covid-19, as US daily coronavirus cases rose after dipping
below 50,000 for two straight days.-WSJ (I’m sure this plan was well thought out and will be
organized.)
 In a world of zero interest rates and frothy stock markets, consumers’ homes may again offer the best
returns of any asset class, just as they did before the 2008 financial crisis, in part because they now
serve as offices during the work-at-home trend.-WSJ
 Disney shares rose after the co announced that "Mulan" will go straight to Disney+ as a one-time
premium offering in most markets, bypassing movie theaters—"Disney's stock price buoyancy can be
traced to the perceived long term value creation that is direct-to-consumer, much like NFLX before
them," according to MoffettNathanson analyst Michael Nathanson.-IBD
 Buyers are flooding the used-car market, looking for deals amid high prices for new vehicles, low
interest rates, and a shortage of new-vehicle inventory, according to car-research site Edmunds.-USA
 High city rents and the growing realities of a remote workforce are prompting many millennials to
purchase inexpensive old houses in small towns or rural areas, many using a website called Cheap Old
Houses.-NYP
 With about a month to go before New York City schools are scheduled to reopen, the city is
confronting a torrent of logistical issues and political problems that could upend mayor Bill de Blasio’s
goal to be of the few areas in the country to bring students back into classrooms this fall.-NYT
 As of Saturday, Germany will require a coronavirus test for all citizens, residents, and other travelers
who enter the country from coronavirus “hot spots,” making it a leader in using testing as a firewall
against the spread of the virus.-NYT
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America’s top health official, Alex Azar, will lead a delegation on a trip to Taiwan, a rare high-level
visit to the island by a US official that is likely to further fray ties between Beijing and Washington,
though no date for the trip has been set.-NYT
Newly appointed Ford CEO is a “car guy” according to chairman Bill Ford, but he faces a major
challenge turning around the Detroit automaker, which is struggling with sagging profitability, a
falling share price, and high debt incurred during previous CEO Jim Hackett’s tenure.-FT
Famed short seller David Einhorn criticized auditors and regulators for failing to detect signs that
bankrupt German fintech Wirecard was engaging in fraud “hiding in plain sight,” yet auditors
continued to sign off on its numbers.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Gallup Poll: Black Americans want police to retain local presence https://bit.ly/3fxYos0 (I’m always
skeptical of polls, but thought this was interesting.)
 Elad Blog: A good overview on SPACs for non-financial folks https://bit.ly/2XsL6Xt (Is this a fad or
here to stay?)
 Dwell: 3D-printed prefab ‘homes’ starting at $115k https://bit.ly/3khK1vB
 EatThis: 20 healthiest foods to lower your blood pressure https://bit.ly/3gwzGcY
 PGATour: Nine things to know about Harding Park https://bit.ly/3a1VVFl
Home prices are jamming higher in 2020. If you want to sell or refinance your house, you have to feel pretty
good right now.

Source WSJ

With Quicken Loans set to go public, here is at top mortgage lenders.
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Source: WSJ

Charts below from The Daily Shot:
The ADP private payrolls report surprised to the downside. Economists expected to see 1.2 million
jobs created in July, but we got 167k.
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• This chart shows the absolute level of private payrolls.

Source: @EPBResearch

• Here is the breakdown by sector.

Source: @markets Read full article
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Another indicator pointing to a pause in the labor market recovery is the online search activity for
unemployment benefits.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

Despite weak inflation readings in recent months, investors are chasing Treasury Inflation-Protected
Securities (TIPS). The iShares TIPS ETF is hitting new highs.
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• Market-based inflation expectations continue to climb.
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• Google search activity for “inflation” is soaring.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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The S&P 500 is 2% away from its record high.

Source: @kgreifeld

Volatility has collapsed.(When will this change?)

FAANMG stocks are now worth $7 trillion – more than the financial, energy, industrial, and material
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sectors combined.

Source: @VincentDeluard
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Gold vs. silver:
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US lumber futures are soaring.
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US natural gas price rebound has been impressive
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The iShares high-yield ETF (HYG) is approaching long-term resistance.

Source: @DantesOutlook
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Yields on high-rated US muni bonds are hitting new lows. (Another stealth tax on older people)

h/t @amanda_albright
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Traditional media is under pressure:

Source: @chartrdaily

Homicides in US cities: (Insane chart. Remember that chart yesterday on criminal arrests being
down?)
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Source: Statista
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Key issues for the US 2020 election:

Source: Morning Consult Read full article

How heterosexual couples have met:

Source: Rosenfeld, Thomas, Hausen (Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences)
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When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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